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Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring with an identity element, E a (unitary)
J?-module, and xl,x2,...,xs elements of R. In these circumstances it is possible to form the
Koszul complexf K{xu x2,..., xs\E) of E with respect to xu x2,...,xs and to investigate
the implications, for E and xl,x2,-.., xs, if certain of the homology modules of this complex
vanish. This was first undertaken by M. Auslander and D. A. Buchsbaum [1]. Among the
many results they obtain, the following [1, Proposition 2.8, p. 632] is of particular interest in
connection with the present paper:

IfR is Noetherian, E is finitely generated, and xu x2,..., xs belong to the Jacobson radical
of R, then the statements

(a) JCJ, x2,..., xs is an R-sequence on E,
(b) HpK(xu x2,...,xs\E) = Ofor all p > 0,

(c) HlK(xl,x2,...,x,\E) = 0,

are all equivalent.
Here and in the sequel HllK(x1,x2,...,xs\E) denotes the /ith homology module of

K(xi,x2>...,xs\E).
Now it is evident that what causes the homology modules of the complex to vanish is the

way the elements xt act on E, and the various general assumptions placed on R, E and the xt

serve to ensure that this action has suitable general characteristics. However these overall
assumptions are, in fact, unnecessarily strong for this purpose and in the present paper the
question of suitable interaction is dealt with more directly. For example, it emerges that it is
sufficient that E should be normal with respect to xlt x2,..., xs. This means that if £ ' is any
submodule of E, then

(*!, x2,..., xs)
mEnE' s (xi, x2,..., xs)E',

provided that m is large enough. Again, if we weaken the general assumptions concerning
R, E and xu x2,..., xs, then (a) is unnecessarily restrictive to ensure (b). For this situation
the following adjustment is appropriate. First we say that E is trivial with respect to
xux2, ...,xs if it is normal with respect to these elements and E = {xx, x2,...,xs)E. We
then describe xu x2,..., xs as a regular sequence% on E if, for each i (1 ^ i: f£ s), the factor
module

(*1» • • • » * i+ l )£ : EXi

(x1,...,xi.i)E

is trivial with respect to xu x2,..., xs. With these modifications the result quoted above may
now be replaced (see Theorems 1 and 2) by:

t An elementary account of the Koszul complex will be found in [3, Chapter 8].
{ In the case of an (*i,. . . , xs)-normal module the order of the xt proves to be irrelevant. See Theorem 3.
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Let E be normal with respect to xly x2,.•., xs. Then the statements

(a) x1,x2,-..,xs is a regular sequence on E,

(b) HpK(xlt x2,...,x,\E) = Ofor all p > 0,

(c) H1K(xl,x2,...,xs\E) = 0,

are all equivalent.
In fact with this kind of adjustment the homology theory of the Koszul complex can be

recast in a form which is readily developed within the framework of a general abelian category.
This is what is done here. One advantage of this is that we obtain the dual theory as a bonus.
Even in the case of Noetherian modules we get something extra. Thus the rigidity of the
Koszul complex [1, Proposition 2.4, p. 632] is established in the quasi-commutative case and
here the original arguments of Auslander and Buchsbaum are not directly applicable.

Some ideas used in this paper have their origins in [2]. I should like to thank Professor
D. G. Northcott for the suggestions he has made during the preparation of the present paper.

1. Normality and triviality. Throughout this paper 91 denotes a fixed abelian category
and SF the class of natural transformations of the identity functor. Suppose that (oeSF and
let A be an 9t-object. Then co determines a morphism OJA:A-+ A which is such that if/: A - »B
in 9f, then the diagram

is commutative. The members of SF can be added and multiplied and, with respect to these
operations, SF resembles a ring. Indeed multiplication is commutative. There is also an
identity element 1 with the property that, for each AeW, lA is the identity morphism of A.
The image of the morphism coA will be denoted by a>A. Thus coA is a subobject of A. It is
easily verified that if a>' also belongs to SF, then

ca'(coA) = {03'a) A = oi((o'A). (1.1)

Let ei)j, co2, •.., cos be a sequencef, O. say, of members of SF. We put

ClA = (Q1A+a)2A + ...+c}sA (1.2)

this being regarded as a subobject of A. Note that if/: A-*Bin% then

(1.3)

Next let AX,A2 be subobjects of an object C. Then QAl,ClA2 may also be regarded as
subobjects of C. If now Ax ^ A2 in the partial preordering of the subobjects of C, then
ilAt g f I 4 2 a s well.

t It is not until Section 2 that the order of the terms in the sequence has any importance. Note that there
may be repetitions.
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Let us suppose that O and O' denote the sequences cou a>2, • • •, cos and <a\, (x>2,..., coj
respectively. Then by (1.1),

0.(0.'A) = O'(OA) = (OD.')A, (1.4)

where by OD.' we mean the products cOj(u} arranged sequentially. Again if/? > 0 is an integer,
we use Op for the set of power products (o\'co"2 • • • co"s', where vl + v2 + -.. + vs = p, arranged as
a sequence. This symbol satisfies

(1.5)

OP(OqA) = Op+qA, (1.6)
and

(1.7)

These preliminaries enable us to make the

DEFINITION. The W-object A is said to be " O-normal" if, for any subobject B of A, there
exists a positive integer p, dependent upon B, such that

O"Ar\B ^ OB,

where these are considered as subobjects of A.
To illustrate this concept we prove

PROPOSITION 1. Let Rbe a ring with identity element and let Ebea Noetherian R-module.
Then E is normal with respect to any finite sequence of central elements of R.

Proof. Let T denote the central ideal of R generated by the central elements yt, y2,..., y,.
Let K denote any submodule of E. Then, by the Artin-Rees Theorem [3, Theorem 1, p. 292],
there exists an integer q ^ 0 such that

for all n ^ q. Taking n = q +1, and noting that T(rqEnK) £ TK, we find that

T"EnK<=rK.

We return now to the general situation in order to establish the basic facts concerning
Q-normality.

LEMMA 1. Let A be an %-object and let r be a positive integer. Then A is O-normal when
and only when A is O!-normal.

Proof. Assume that A is Q-normal, and let B be a subobject of A. Let 0 ^ m < r. Then
OmB is a subobject of A, and hence there exists an integer pm such that

O"">Ar\OmB g O(OmB) = Om+1B.

= max{po,p1,...,pr.1}, then

OnAnB < OTB.
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If now we choose t such that rt ̂  n, then

(CljAnB g, SYB.

Thus A is £2r-normal.
The converse assertion follows immediately since (QT)qA = WA (see (1.7)) and

ClrA = H(np"M) g Q.A (see (1.6)) as subobjects of A.

LEMMA 2. Let A be Cl-normal. Then the subobjects and factor objects of A are also
Cl-normal.

Proof. Let B be any subobject of A and let B' be a subobject of B. Since B' may be
regarded as a subobject of A, there exists a positive integer/? such that

Hence
' ^ QMn5' ^ £18'

and so 5 is fi-normal.
Now let C be an arbitrary factor object of A, where f:A-+C denotes the canonical

epimorphism. Let A' = Ker/, and let N denote any subobject of C. Then f~i(N) is a
subobject of A, and

Since ,4 is Q-normal, there exists a positive integer n such that

Q.nAnf-\N) g

Since, by the modular law,

we have the following ascending sequence of subobjects of A:

A' £ (QPA+A'WXN) £ A'+n(f-\N)) g A. (1.8)

But, on applying the epimorphism/, (1.8) yields the ascending sequence

of subobjects of C. Thus C is ft-normal.

LEMMA 3. Let Als A2,..., An be Sl-normal objects of 21. Then their biproduct
AL*A2* .. .*An is also Cl-normal.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case n = 2. Let A = A t * A2 and denote the canonical
embedding A^ A and projection A^>At by at and TT, respectively (/= 1, 2). Let D be a
subobject of A, and write Dj = <J\\D), D2 = n2{D).
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Since At is Q-normal, there exists a positive integer pt such that

Q^nD^QDj. (1.9)

Since A2 is Q-normal, it is also Qp'-normal, and hence there exists a positive integer p2 such
that

Now

and therefore

since

Hence

(QPl)"M2nD2 ^ QPl£>2.

Set p = PiPz- We claim that

Q"AnD ^ QD.

Q"AnD £ Rj^

(by (1.10))

(by (1.9))

(1.10)

Thus
QMnZ) ^ SID,

and so A is Q-normal, as required.
To supplement the notion of Q-normality we need the concept of Q-triviality. This is

defined as follows.

DEFINITION. The W-object A is said to be " Q-trivial" if A is Q-normal and A = QA.
We note that if A is an Q-trivial 21-object, then A is Qp-trivial for every positive integer p.

LEMMA 4. Let

be an exact sequence ofil-normal 'H-objects. Then B is Q-trivial if and only if both A and C are
Q-trivial.
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Proof. Assume that B is fi-trivial. Then

C = g(B) = g(ClB) = Cl(g(B)) = CIC.

Hence C is fi-trivial. Since B is fi-normal, and A is a subobject of B, there exists an integer n
such that

However B = Q"B, and so A ^ fi,4. It thus follows that ,4 is also fi-trivial.
Conversely, assume that A and C are both fi-trivial. Then

g-l(g(SlB)) = g-KWgiB))) = ^'(fiC) = ^"'(C) = g-\g(B)).
Thus

n5+Ker^ = 5+Ker^. (1.11)
Again,

fif'KB)) =f(A) =f(OA) =f(Q(f-KB))) Zf(f-\QB)).
Hence

BnlmfS ClBnlmf.
Thus

Br\Imf=ClBnImf. (1.12)

Since QB ^ 5, and since I m / = Ker^, it follows that B = £15, and so B is fi-trivial.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that A^*B^*C is an exact sequence of£l~normal ^.-objects. If
A and C are both Q-trivial, then so is B.

Proof. From the sequence A^B^+C of £2-normal 9l-objects, we obtain the exact
sequence

0 -> Ker# -> B -> Coker/-» 0

of fi-normal 21-objects, where, in addition, Ker# and Coker/are fi-trivial. By the Lemma,
B is also f2-trivial.

COROLLARY 2. If B is Cl-trivial, then so are all its subobjects and all its factor objects.

COROLLARY 3. The biproduct At* A2* ...*An is ^.-trivial if and only if each At is £l-trivial.

PROPOSITION 2. Let A be Cl-normal and let B be a subobject of A. Then B is Q-trivial if
and only ifB<L OP A for allp^l.

Proof. If B is fi-trivial, then B = QB, and so B = ClpB ^ OP A, for all p ^ 1. Conversely,
since A is fi-normal, there exists a positive integer n such that Cl"Ar\B ^ Q.B. Since B ^ Cl"A,
it follows that B ^ Q.B. That B is Q-trivial now follows from Lemma 2.

2. Regular sequences. Let A belong to 51 and let B be a subobject of A. Further let
We use B: Ay to denote the inverse image of B with respect to yA:A^A, so that
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B: A y is, in fact, the largest subobject C of A such that yC ̂  B. It should be noted that if D
is a subobject of B, then

(2.1)

and therefore, in particular

(B:Ay)IB = 0:AIBy. (2.2)

We also make frequent use of the trivial isomorphism

AI(B+yA)«{AjB)h{AIB). (2.3)

For the next definition we use T to denote the sequence yu y2, •. ., y, of members of SF.
Q will denote a second finite sequence (not necessarily of the same length) whose members we
do not need to specify. For 0 ^ / g t we use Tt to denote the partial sequence yit y2, ..., yh

and by TQA we shall understand the null subobject of A.

DEFINITION. The sequence T consisting of members ylt y2, ..., y, of 3F will be said to be
" Cl-regular on A " if{Tt_ j A : A ydl^t-i A is ^.-trivial for l^i<Lt.

We shall use the convention that an empty sequence of members of 2F will always be
fl-regular on A, whatever A and ft happen to be. We note that if yu y2,..., y, is an Q-regular
sequence on A, then it is also an fl^-regular sequence on A, for every positive integer k.

The proof of the next lemma is entirely straightforward and will be omitted.

LEMMA 5. Suppose that O^m^t. Then in order that yu y2,..., y, be Cl-regular on A it
is necessary and sufficient that (i) yu y2,..., ym be 0,-regular on A and (ii) ym+1, ym+2> • • • > "Yt oe

^.-regular on 4/(yj A+y2 A +...+ym A).
DEFINITION. We shall say that the sequence cou a>2, ...,a>s of members of' 2F is a " regular

sequence on A " if it is il-regular on A, where ft = {a>u co2>..., a)s}.
Suppose that cou a2,..., a>s is a regular sequence on A and that {vj, v2 vs} is a

permutation of {1 ,2 , . . . , s}. It will be shown (see Theorem 3) that, provided A is Cl-normal,
then coVl, coV2,..., eoVj is also a regular sequence on A. For the present we note that if
1 ^p<s it does not necessarily follow that a>1,(o2,...,a>p is a regular sequence on A.
However we do have

LEMMA 6. Let (ol,a>2,...,cosbea regular sequence on the ^-object A. Then, for each
i (0 ̂  i% s), coj+1, (oi+2, ...,cosis a regular sequence on AI((oiA + (o2A + .. .+a>iA).

Proof. We shall use Q' to denote the sequence co1+1,<oi+2) ...,(os. Furthermore, we
shall let

B = AI(a>1A + a)2A + ...+(oiA).

Let L be a factor object of a subobject of B. Since a>lB+(02B+... + u)iB = 0 we have
(D1L+co2L+.. . + ct)jL = 0 and therefore QL = Q'L. We also have Q.LX = 0,'L^ if Li is a
subobject of L. Now from QL = Q'L follows QmL = (Q.')mL for all m > 0. Hence if L is
fi-normal then it is Q'-normal as well and if L is Q-trivial it must also be Q'-trivial.
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By Lemma 5, a>,+ l, (oi+2, ...,cos is fi-regular on B; that is to say, the objects

are fi-trivial. The above remarks now show they are all fi'-trivial, which is what we have to
prove.

LEMMA 7. Let c o j , . . . , cos-lt cos be a regular sequence on the Q.-normal ^.-object A, and
let p > 0 be an integer. Then col,..., a>s_ u a>l is a regular sequence on A.

Proof. First of all we shall show that if y, / e J5" are such that 0: A y and 0: A y' are both
fi-trivial then 0: A yy' is also fi-trivial. We consider the exact sequence of fi-normal 9l-objects

Here B = 0: A yy'. Now 0: B y' is a subobject of 0: A y', and so 0: B y' is fi-trivial. Also

Thus y'B is a subobject of 0: A y, and so y'B is fi-trivial. That B is fi-trivial follows from
Lemma 4.

By induction using this result, we see that if 0: A y is fi-trivial then 0: A y" is Q-trivial for
all p > 0.

Let Q' = {cOi (os-u cof}. For any object X we have

and therefore

for all m > 0. It follows readily that if X\s fi-normal, resp. fi-trivial, then it is also fi'-normal,
resp. fi'-trivial. Accordingly it is enough to show that

is fi-trivial for / = 1, 2 , . . . , s— 1 (which we know already) and, setting

B = co1

that

is fi-trivial as well. However 0: Bcos is fi-trivial by hypothesis and therefore the latter require-
ment follows by virtue of the remarks made above.

3. Regular sequences and the Koszul complex. Let A be an object of 2t and colt co2,..., cos

members of SF. It is then possible to form the Koszul complex K((x>u co2> ...,cos\A) of A
with respect to cau co2, •••,(os. We recall that the ^th component KJifo^, co2, ...,<os\A) of
this complex is the biproduct of Q terms all equal to A. Here (*) denotes the usual binomial
coefficient. Thus Kfl(<ol, co2,..., <us | A) = 0 if either \i < 0 or (x > s.
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Suppose that 0 ^ /* ̂  s and let ilt i2 /„, here and in what follows, be a typical sequence
of integers satisfying 1 ̂  il < i2 < • • • < '„ ̂  s. We use these sequences to label the terms in
the biproduct K^Oi, a>2, •.., a>s | A) so that Aili2 ^ denotes A considered as the (/1( i2,..., /^)th
term. Accordingly there is an embedding morphism

<7M2....V
 A~**S,(a>i, co2,...,(Ds\A)

and a projection morphism

t,-li2...jM: K^cou a>2,..., cos \ A) -> A

associated with Alii2_( .
Suppose next that 1 g n g s and ktjuj2,... J^-i be integers satisfying

Then the boundary morphism

</„: KJsou <o2,..., cos | A) -> K,,. 1((au a>2,..., (os \ A)

is characterized by the fact that

is null if {ji,j2, •••,Jn-i} is not contained in {iu i2,..., JM} and is ( —I'1)p~1tt)^> if
{JuJi, • • • Jn-i} is the result of deleting ip from {/,, i2,..., /„}.

We shall need a number of properties of the Koszul complex. Proofs of these will be
found in [3, Chapter 8] for the case of modules and it is a straightforward matter to adapt
these results so that they apply to a general abelian category.

Let {vu v2,..., v j be a permutation of {1 ,2 , . . . , s}. Then [3, Proposition 1, p. 361]
the complexes X(coVl, coV2,..., coVs | A) and K{a>u a>2,..., a>s | A) are isomorphic and therefore,
for each /i, we have an isomorphism

i/MX(toV l , coV2,..., coVs| A) w H^KicOi, co2,..., cos\ A) (3.1)

between their /ith homology modules. A less familiar result says that ^(c^!, a>2 a>s | y4)
remains unchanged to within isomorphism if we change the signs of an arbitrary number of
the a)j. In view of the above remarks this will be clear if it is shown that K(a>x,..., cos_ t , cos | A)
and K(co1,..., COJ-J, — cos|A) are isomorphic. An isomorphism (j> may, in fact, be obtained
by taking

4>ll:Kll{(ou...,<os-u(os\A)-+Kll(aiu...,ws-u -cos\A)

to be the biproduct of the morphisms

where (J^...,^ is \A if /M ̂  s and — \A if iM = 5. It follows, in particular, that the complexes
K(OJU (a2, <J)3, ...,o)s\A) and ^(coj, - Q J 2 , CD3, . . . , (—l)s~1cos\A) are isomorphic and there-
fore, for each n, we have an isomorphism

HllK((o1,w2,co3,...,<os\A)xHflK(<ou -io2,a3,...,(-iy-1a>t\A). (3.2)
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An important property of the Koszul complex [3, Theorem 3, p. 364] states that, for
1 S i ̂  s and arbitrary n,

coiHllK(.col,(o2,...,cos\A) = 0. (3.3)

Hence if the identity element of & occurs among couco2, ..., cos, then

HllK(a>1,co2,...,(os\A) = 0

for all p .

LEMMA 8. Suppose that 0: Acos is Q-trivial. Then, for each \i, H^Kica^, ..., cos-1, cos\A)
andHpKicQi,..., <as_j | AlcosA) are isomorphic.

Proof. X will denote the complex whose /ith component object is

X^ = K^ l(co1, . . . , cos_! | Aj<osA)

and whose boundary morphism X^ -»X^ x is the boundary morphism

K^ JCCUI, . . . , cos_! I AI(OSA) -> K^2(cou . . . , cos_! | A/cosA)

of the complex K(a>i,..., cos_, | A/(osA). Then

, , . . . , cos.! I A/cosA), (3.4)

where ^ (A ' ) is the ̂ th homology object of the complex X.
There is an exact sequence of complexes

K((ol,...,<o,-l,ait\A)±K(fi>l,...,a>t-ul\A)Z*X-*0. (3.5)

The details of the constructions of the morphisms / and g are to be found in [3, pp. 366-8].
These details are not all necessary for our present purposes. However we should note that
both K^cot,..., cos_i, o)s| A) and A^eoj , . . . , cos_u 11 A) are biproducts of Q copies of A,
and that f^ involves applying lA to some of these copies of A, while applying cof to the
remainder. Hence Ker/,, is a biproduct of a finite number of copies of 0: A <as and is therefore
fi-trivial (Lemma 4, Corollary 3).

From (3.5) we obtain the exact sequences of complexes

\ 0 (3.6)
and

0 -»Im/-> K(cou . . . , cos. u 11 A) -+ X-+ 0. (3.7)

By the remark immediately preceding the Lemma, all the homology objects of

K(co1,...,a>s_ul\A)

are null. Thus the homology sequence of (3.7) reduces to a series of isomorphisms,

which, by (3.4), may be rewritten as

HflK(co1,...,cos_l\AI<osA)xHlt(Imf). (3.8)
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The homology sequence of (3.6) yields an exact sequence

HM(Ker/) -> H,K(a>u ..., cos.u cos \ A) t$ Hfimf) ->#„_^Ker / ) . (3.9)

It remains to show that each <£„ is an isomorphism.
Firstly we note that 7/w(Ker/) and /fM_ ^ K e r / ) are both fi-trivial, being factor objects

of subobjects of Ker/,, and K e r / ^ j respectively. Thus K e r ^ and Coker#„ are both
Q-trivial. Since Ker $M is a subobject of //,, K(a>u ..., cos_ x, (os \ A), it follows from (3.3) that

, . . . , (os_u cos\A) = 0.

Again, a>u co2,..., cos-i all annihilate H^Kico^ ..., cos-i \Aja>sA), and

cos • HI1K{(OU ..., cos.! | Al<os A) = 0

since a>s annihilates Ala>sA. By (3.8) it follows that

Q. • Hfimf) « fi • H, Kico,,..., ws_ 11 A/cos A) = 0.

From this we may deduce that Q • Coker <£„ = 0, so that Coker $„ = 0, since Coker fy^ is
fi-trivial. Thus $M is an isomorphism, and so

#„K(cou ..., (os_u <as| A) x H^KiwL,..., ct)5_ 11 AlcosA).

This is the required result.

PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an 'il-object, and let co1,a>2, ...,cosbe a regular sequence on A.
Then H^Kia^ 0)2,..., (os\ A) = Ofor all n / 0.

Proof. We shall use induction on s. If s = 0 the result is obviously true. We therefore
assume that s ^ 1 and make the obvious inductive assumption. Now 0: A a^ is fi-trivial. By
(3.1) and Lemma 8, there are isomorphisms

H^K(cou(o2,...,<os\A)xHl,K((02,...,a)s,(0i\A)xHllK((o2,...,a)s\Ala)1A) (3.10)

for all ii. However, by Lemma 6, <o2,...,a>s is a regular sequence on Ajw^A. Thus
H^ K(u>2,..., <os | A/ai! A) = 0 for all n =£ 0, from which the proposition follows.

LEMMA 9. Let A be an Q-normal ^.-object and let I ^ M ^ J be an integer. If
H^K^y,..., ©„,_!, com\A) is Q-trivialfor some n then H^KicOi, . . . , am_l \ A) is also Cl-trivial.

Proof. It is a standard property! of the Koszul complex that the homology objects of
the Koszul complexes K(<co1, ...,com^l\A) and K(a)l,...,(om-l,com\A) are connected
through an exact sequence

H,K(au...!G>m-i\A)hH,K(o)1,...,C0m_1\A)hH,K(o)1,...,(om_uG)m\A). (3.11)

Here AM is the morphism induced by ( - l)"com. By Lemmas 2 and 3, each of the 2I-objects in

t See [3, Proposition 2, p. 365].
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the above sequence is Q-normal. Now Coker A,, = C o i m ^ = Im £M, which is a subobject of
/ /„K(co i , . . . , com_!, com| A) and hence is fl-trivial. Thus

Coker AM = fi • Coker A,,.

Let # be the natural epimorphism

g-.H^Kiwt, ...,a}m^\A)-* Coker A,.

Then g(Hl,K(co1,..., « „ _ , |^) ) = a^H^K^,..., a ^ |,4))), so that

However Ker# = ImA/I = iom-H^Kifii^ . . . ,(»,„_! \A), so that

and hence / / ^ ^ ( c o j , . . . , com_ j | A) is Q-trivial as required.

LEMMA 10. Let A be an il-normal 'H-object and let 1 ̂  t ^s be an integer. If
HpK(cou a>2,..., co,\A) is Cl-trivial for some p^O then HqK(a>u co2, ••., a>t\A) is also
Cl-trivial whenever ^

Proof. The proof will be by induction on /.
(i) The case t = 1. If p ^ 1 the result is obvious. We shall therefore assume p = 0. Now

Ho K(a>i | A) = A\a>y A. Hence, by assumption, (A\a>x A) = Q^/cWj A). Thus A = CIA, so
that A is fi-trivial. 0:A(olt being a subobject of A, is also fi-trivial, so that H^oy^ \A) is
fi-trivial. The result follows for the case / = 1.

(ii) The case t> 1. We shall make the obvious assumption concerning the inductive
variable t. By Lemma 9, HpK{cou co2, ••-, wt-i \ A) is Q-trivial, so that

is Q-trivial for all q ^ p. Now it is well-known [3, Proposition 2, p. 365] that there exists an

exact sequence

HqK(<ou...,a>,_l\A)^HqK(G)l,...,a)t-1,(ot\A)^Hq_lK(co1,...,cot-1\A). (3.12)
From this sequence and from Lemma 4, Corollary 1, it follows that Hq K(o)u ..., <u,_ 1( co, | A)
is Q-trivial for all q > p. The result of the Lemma is thus established.

THEOREM 1. Let A be an Q.-normal %-object, where SI = {(Oj, a>2,..., o)s}. If, for some
integerp Si 0, HpK(cou c o 2 , . . . , OJ S | / 4 ) = 0 then HqK(a>u a>2, ...,a>s\A) = 0for allq ^p.

Proof. By Lemma 10, HqK(a>1, co2, • •., (os \ A) is fi-trivial for all q ^ p. Hence

HqK(wu a>2,..., ws| A) = fi • HqK(<ou co2,..., <os\ A).

However, by (3.3), SlHqK((o1, co2,..., cos\A) - 0. Thus HqK(cou co2,..., cos\A) = 0 for
all
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CoROLLARY.f Let R be a ring with identity element, A a Noetherian R-module, and
(ou a>2, ...,a>s central elements of R. If, for some integer p ^ 0, HpK{wu co2, • •., cos | A) = 0
then Hq K(cou oo2,..., a>s \ A) = Ofor all q^p.

The corollary follows immediately from Proposition 1 and the above Theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let the ^.-object A be £l-normal, where Q = {<»!, co2 , . . . , cos}. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(a) ct)j, a>2, • • •, cos is a regular sequence on A ,
(b) H1K(.ca1,co2,...,o)s\A) = 0.

Proof. Proposition 3 shows that (a) implies (b) even when A is not f2-normal. We shall
show that, when A is Q-normal, (b) implies (a) by using induction on s. We may suppose that
s^ 1.

(i) Thecases = 1. Since Ht ^(cuj | A) = O^a^, H^K^w^ \A) = 0 implies thatO: ^cjj = 0,
so that «! is a regular sequence on A.

(ii) The case s > 1. We assume that the required result has been established for any
sequence containing less than s members.

Since HiK(a>1,co2,...,(t)s\A) = 0, Lemma 9 shows that HiK(a>u(a2, ...,G>m\A) is
Q-trivial for 1 ̂  m g s, and in particular that Hv Kfcoy \ A) is fi-trivial. Therefore 0: Ao^i is
fi-trivial, so that a^ is an Q-regular sequence on A. By Lemma 8 there are isomorphisms

HLK(solt co2,...,a>s\A)xHlK(co2,..., a>s, e^ | A) x H^K(a>2, ...,<os\ AjcOi A) (3.13)

and so Hx K(a>2,..., cos \ A\a>x A) = 0. Now A/a>i A is fi-normal, and Wj^/co! A) = 0, from
which it follows that A\a>x A is Q'-normal, where Q' = {a>2, (o3,..., cos}. Thus, by inductive
hypothesis, co2, co3,..., <us is a regular sequence on (/4/cox A) = B. Hence each of

is Q'-trivial, where Q{_t = {a>2, ca3,..., <BJ_t} for 3 g i ^ s, and il[B = 0. In particular, for
2 ^ i ^ s,

1-1 B} = fi'{(n;_ x B-.

from which it follows that

{(Q;_ , B : B oio/n,1-! B} = n{(n;_ t B •. B ̂ / n ; . , B}.

Since each of

flJ-iB (2 g i ^ s)

is a factor object of a subobject of a factor object of A, these 2I-objects are all fi-normal. It
follows therefore that

t cf. [1, Proposition 2.6, p. 632].
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is O-trivial for 2 ^ i^ s, so that {co2, co3,..., cos} is an fi-regular sequence on AlcoL A. By
Lemma 5, (ou co2>..., cos is an fi-regular sequence on A, which is the desired result.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that Q = {cou a>2,..., cos}, and that {vu v2,..., v j is a permutation
of {1, 2 , . . . , s}. If cou co2, ...,(os is a regular sequence on the Cl-normal %-object A then
covi, coV2,..., coVs is also a regular sequence on A.

Proof. The desired result follows at once from Theorem 2 and the isomorphism (3.1)

H , X(co,, co2,...,cos\A)x Hl K(covi, coV2,..., eov,| A).

THEOREM 4. Suppose that il = {cot, a>2,..., a>s}, and that plyp2, •••,ps are positive
integers. If a>u a>2,..., cos is a regular sequence on the Sl-normal 'H-object A, then
o>5', co?*,..., u>l' is a^so a regular sequence on A.

Proof. By Lemma 7, oiu co2,..., col' is a regular sequence on A. Also, from the proof
of Lemma 7, A is {<ol)..., aj s_1 ; a>fa}-normal. Thus we may permute {co1 ; . . . , co^i, col'},
by Theorem 3, and the sequence so obtained will still be regular on A. Repeated applications
of this observation now yield the required result.

4. The dual theory. Let G: 21 -» 21* be a duality between abelian categories. Let &F and
&* denote respectively the classes of natural transformations of the identity functors on 21
and 21*. We shall use A* and /* to denote the 2t*-object and 2I*-morphism which correspond
under the duality G to A and/respectively.

It may be easily verified that if Au A2,..., An is a sequence of subobjects of the 2l-object
Cthen

\i=l / ' i=l

and

y / (4.2)
i=l / / (=1

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the members of & and the members of
3F*. This correspondence is such that if c o e F and co*e&* correspond then

(a)* /* = (<a*)*,

for all 2t-objects A. Under the above correspondence it may be readily seen that yd and y*5*
correspond.

If Q denotes the sequence {ajj, co2,..., cos} of members of SF then we shall use SI* to
denote the sequence {co*, co*.,..., a*} of members of &*. Here it is assumed that co, and
co* correspond. It should be noted that (£l*)r = (fip)* f ° r every positive integer r.

Given an 2t-object A, a subobject B of A, and a sequence fl= {coj, co2,..., u>s} of
members of $F, we put

B:AQ=f](B:AcoJ. (4.3)
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LEMMA 11. In the above situation

(4.4)
and

(4.5)

Proof. Firstly we note that B:Aa>i is the kernel of the composite morphism

of

A-*A^ AIB,

so that (B:Ao)i)* is the cokernel of

where A*-»A* is the morphism (to,*)'4*. This shows that (B:A(o{)* = A*ja>?(AIB)*, and
now from the exact sequence

we conclude that

It follows from (4.1) that

Hence

Cl*(A/B)* =

The Lemma is thus proved.
After the above preliminaries we are now in a position to give the definitions of the

concepts dual to Q-normality, fi-triviality, and regular sequences, and to interpret these new
concepts in terms of objects of the original category 91. We begin this by making the

DEFINITION. Let Q = {coj, co2,..., cos} be a sequence of members of $F. The 11-object A
is said to be " Sl-conormal" if and only if the tl*-object A* is Cl*-normal.

PROPOSITION 4. The %-object A is il-conormal when and only when it satisfies the following
condition:

IfX is any subobject of A then there exists a positive integer p, dependent upon X, such that

as subobject s of A.
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Proof. Let X be any subobject of A, and let B = AjX. The proposition follows at one
from the equivalence of the following statements:

(i) (n*)"A*nB* ^ Q*B* as subobjects of A*,
(ii) {(&*)" A* nB*}* ^ {Q*B*}* as factor objects of A,

(iii) AI{(A*l(Q*yA*)* + (A*IB*)*} ^ A\(X: A ft) as factor objects of A (by (4.1) and (4.5)),
(iv) AI{(0:Aap) + X} £ AI(X:AQ) as factor objects of A (by (4.4)),
(v) (X:An) £ X+(0:Anp) as subobjects of A.

DEFINITION. The 11-object A is said to be " Cl-cotrivial" if and only if the ^-object A* is
O.*-trivial.

PROPOSITION 5. A necessary and sufficient condition for A to be Q-cotrivial is that A be
Cl-conormal and 0:ASl = 0.

Proof. This follows immediately from the fact (see (4.4)) that A* — Cl*A* if and only if

DEFINITION. The sequence co{, o)2, ...,cos is said to be a " coregular sequence on A " if
0)*, co*, ...,(O* is a regular sequence on A*.

For the next result we use fi( to denote the sequence a>u co2, ..., «,-. By 0: A Qo we mean
A itself and we use Q as an alternative to Cls.

PROPOSITION 6. The sequence o}x, a>2,..., a>s is coregular on A if and only if each of the
objects

is Cl-cotrivial.

Proof. We have

and, by (4.4), the dual of this is

(/

However, again by (4.4),

Thus the dual of

is

and therefore the latter is f2-cotrivial precisely when the former is £2*-trivial. The proposition
follows.
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It is now necessary to observe that the effect of applying the duality G: 91 -* 91* to the
Koszul complex K(tou co2, ...,a>s\A)isto produce the complex

This, however, requires some amplification.
Suppose that 0^ n^s and let iu i2, . . . , / „ and j \ , j 2 , • • • ,js-,, tie sequences of integers

satisfying 1 ̂  ^ < i2 < ... < /„ ̂  s and 1 ̂ jt <j2 < ... <js_ll^s. These two sequences
will be said to be complementary if between them they contain all the integers 1, 2 , . . . , s.
Consider KJ^co^, co2,..., (os\A) and Ks_M(co*, — to* , . . . , (—I)5"1©* \A*). The former is
the biproduct of Q terms Ahn_ lfi whereas the latter is the biproduct of (si^ = Q terms
(A*)jij1...j..ll- Accordingly we may identify

(Kli(<0ua2,...,cos\A))* and KS__« -co*,..., (-ly-'co^A*) (4.6)

in such a way that, when iu i2,..., i^, and j \ , j 2 , ...,ys_M are complementary, (A{l,2_ti)*
becomes identified with (A*)Jlj2 js_^. Assume this has been done. On applying the duality
to the boundary morphism

dp.KJjOi, CQ2,...,COS\A)-+ KU.!(<»!, co2,..., cos| A)

and making the identification described in (4.6), we obtain the 9t*-morphism

A straightforward check then shows that this is none other than the boundary morphism
of degree s-(i+1 of the Koszul complex K(a>*, -co*, • • •. (—l)8"1^* | A*). The details of
this verification are left to the reader. It follows that

(HllK(couco2,...,cos\A))* = Hs.llK(.co*, -co*2,..., (-1)*" V | ^ * ) - (4-7)

LEMMA 12. With the above notation H^K^^, co2,..., a>s | A) = 0 if and only if

Hs_tlK(o>*,o)*2,...,co:\A*) = 0.

This follows from (4.7) when taken in conjunction with (3.2).
We now have all the necessary machinery to enable us to dualise the main results of

Section 3. In this way we obtain the theorems listed below.

THEOREM 1*. Let A be an Cl-conormal 'H-object, where ft = {(ol, co2,..., cos}. If, for
some integer p^s, HpK(a>u <o2,..., a)s| A) = 0 then HqK(cou <x>2,..., ws\ A) = 0 for all
qikp-

THEOREM 2*. Let the S&-object A be Cl-conormal, where Q = {cou co2,..., cos}. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(a) co1( o)2, ...,cosis a coregular sequence on A,
(b)Hl-iK((o1,<o2,...,m,\A) = 0.
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THEOREM 3*. Suppose that Q = {col, co2,..., cos} and that {vu v 2 , . . . , vs} is a permutation
of {1, 2 , . . . , s}. If(ou <o2, ...,(Osis a coregular sequence on the Sl-conormal 'H-object A then
eoVl, a>V2,..., (oVs is also a coregular sequence on A.

THEOREM 4*. Suppose that £2 = {coj, <u 2 , . . . , a>s} and that Pi,p2, --^Ps are positive
integers. If ft)ls co2, ••-, cos is a coregular sequence on the Cl-conormal SU-object A, then
(of, col2,..., cof* is also a coregular sequence on A.
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